
PHASE 5 PHONICS WRITING ASSESSMENT TESTS

Download these handy Phase 5 letters and sounds assessment sheets so you can discover which sounds each child
Phase 5 Sentence Handwriting Sheets.

At Key Stage One Years 1 and 2 children will: Be taught in their class groups to ensure that all children have
access to the same learning. Curriculum Content. Use books. You might select a sentence from a book and
play 'sentence substitution'. Reassure them that it is fine if they do not know things and that they will soon be
experts. Children that do not pass the Year 1 phonics screening test will have the opportunity to repeat the test
in Year 2. Children will read with an adult twice a week. Instructions for unaided writing assessment. At Key
Stage Two Years children will: Receive additional phonics support if they have not yet passed the Year 1
phonics screening test. You then say a phoneme and children run to the corresponding grapheme. Use the
sound mats to find which graphemes should be used Children could cut out any graphemes they find in
magazines or newspapers and use them to spell words. Assessment Whole school unaided writing assessment
This assessment is suitable for Foundation Stage, Key Stage 1 and for many schools will be useful in Key
Stage 2 as well. Instructions for unaided writing assessment. Phase 2 phonics In Phase 2, children begin to
learn the sounds that letters make phonemes. Use communication, language, literacy and phonics during free
flow sessions. This applies equally to the spoken and the written word. Remind the child that they will learn
these things very soon. I find that it is handy to have packs of post it notes to scribble down observations on.
The children would benefit from having the sound mats available for use in this type of activity. Pupils are
taught in small groups to ensure that children are receiving teaching that is right for their stage of
development. By the end of Phase 2 children should be able to read some vowel-consonant VC and
consonant-vowel-consonant CVC words , and to spell them out.


